
Art Curriculum Passport
Intent: Art, craft and design embody some of the highest forms of human creativity. Teaching and learning of art and design should

engage, inspire and challenge pupils, equipping them with the knowledge and skills to experiment, invent and create their own

works of art, craft and design. As pupils progress, they should be able to think critically and develop a more rigorous understanding

of art and design. They should also know how art and design both reflect and shape our history, and contribute to the culture,

creativity and wealth of our nation.

A variety of opportunities should ensure that all pupils are able to experience a wide range of artistic opportunities, these should

enable pupils to produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences become proficient in drawing,

painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques, evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft

and design. The children will know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and cultural

development of their art forms.



Types of ART 



SENTENCE STARTERS

This piece of work is about…
I created this piece by…

The colours I have used are…
I have used these colours to show…

The technique I have used is…
The title of this piece is … because…

I have learnt how to…
I wanted to make this to show…

My artwork was inspired by… because…
The part I like the most is…

The easiest part of the artwork was….
To develop further I could…

Next time I would…

Key questions Art History:

*What attracts you to this work? 

*What is it about the work that keeps you looking?

*Does the work introduce a thought, concept, idea and/or 

make you think on a higher level?
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Annotating your Art



PAINTING



Skills end points:

*Continuous provision - mixing colours.

*Explores what happens when they mix colours.

*Explores colour and how colours can be changed.

*Captures experiences and responses with a range of 

media, such as paint and other materials or words.

*Create simple representations of events, people and 

objects. 

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

Abstract Abstract art is modern art which does not represent images of 

our everyday world. It has colour, lines and shapes (form), but 

they are not intended to represent objects or living things.

Artist a person who creates paintings or drawings as a profession or 

hobby

Pointilism Pointillism is a painting technique which involves using small, 

painted dots to create areas of colour that together form a 

pattern or picture

Primary colours Primary colours are the three colours that are needed to make 

all the other colours, They are red, yellow and blue.

Key facts to remember:

Pointilism was created by George Seurat in 1886. It involves 

using dots of colour to build up an image.

Simplified abstract style of Piet Modrian created in 1917

Key Artist: Georges Seurat

PAINTING: EYFS: Children focus on the three primary colours and 

apply these to create images based on Piet 

Modrian and George Seurat. They recognise and 

name the three primary colours and build up their 

understanding of colour by applying paint with a 

varying degree of accuracy. They began to mix 

colours and explain what will happen when specific 

colours are mixed to form secondary colours.



Skills end points:

*Use a variety of tools and techniques including the use 

of different brush sizes and types. 

*Create different textures e.g. use of sawdust. 

* Mix a range of secondary colours, shades and tones. 

*Experiment with tools and techniques, including. 

layering, mixing media, scraping through etc.

* Name different types of paint and their properties. 

* Work on a range of scales e.g. large brush on large 

paper etc. 

*Mix and match colours using artefacts and objects.

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

Abstract Art Abstract art is art that does not attempt to represent an 

accurate depiction of a visual reality but instead use shapes, 

colours, forms and gestural marks to achieve its effect.

expressionism The artists tries to express the meaning of emotional 

experience rather than a physical reality

Medium A medium refers to the materials that are used to create a 

work of art

Secondary colours a colour resulting from the mixing of two primary colours.

tools The item used to create the art work, ie. Paintbrush, pencil, 

pastel etc.

Key facts to remember:

Abstract Expressionism: a development of abstract art 

which originated in New York in the 1940s and 1950s and 

aimed at subjective emotional expression with particular 

emphasis on the spontaneous creative act (e.g. action 

painting). Leading figures were Jackson Pollock and 

Willem de Kooning.

Artist: Jackson Pollock

PAINTING: Key Stage 1:

ART ATTACK

Children aim to express them selves physically 

and emotionally using paint. They produce large 

scale images as a reflection of key emotions 

(anger, frustration, happiness) and experiment 

with different medium. They begin to develop 

understanding of primary and secondary colours

and mix these to find different shades. They 

also investigate ways of showing texture.



Skills end points:

*Make and match colours with increasing accuracy. 

* Use more specific colour language e.g. tint, tone, shade, hue. 

* Choose paints and implements appropriately. 

*Plan and create different effects and textures with paint according to 

what they need for the task. 

*Show increasing independence and creativity with the painting 

process*Use a developed colour vocabulary.

* Experiment with different effects and textures including. blocking in 

colour, washes, thickened paint etc. 

*Work confidently on a range of scales e.g. thin brush on small 

picture etc.

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

Creativity Creativity focuses on the process of forming original ideas 

through exploration and discovery. ... Creativity is not about 

doing something better than others, it is about thinking, 

exploring, discovering, and imagining

Hue A hue is the actual color of something, such as naphthol red, 

sap green, or ultramarine

Shade shade is a mixture with black, which increases darkness

Texture Artists and designers can use actual texture in their work or 

they can suggest how something feels using techniques that 

imply texture

Tint a tint is a mixture of a color with white, which reduces darkness

Tone refers to the light and dark values used to render a realistic 

object, or to create an abstract composition.

Key facts to remember:

Henri Rousseau: Henri Rousseau was born on 

May 21, 1844, in Laval, France. French post-

impressionist painter.

Artist: Henri Rousseau

Children use Henri Rousseau’s painting of 

Tiger in a Tropical Storm as a stimulus to 

investigate shade, colour and form. They 

investigate the use of tint and shade to 

develop a wide range of colours and use these 

in their own representation of the art work.

Visit to Winter Gardens: sketching leaves/form 

generate composition for independent art work.

PAINTING: Lower Key 

Stage 2: Rainforests/ 

Mighty Mountains



Skills end points:

• Create shades and tints using black and white.

• Choose appropriate paint, paper and implements to adapt and 

extend their work.

• Carry out preliminary studies, test media and materials and mix 

appropriate colours.

• Work from a variety of sources, including. those researched 

independently.

• Show an awareness of how paintings are created (composition).
Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

Primary Colours One of the three colours, red, yellow and blue, that can 

be mixed together in different ways to create other 

colours.

Secondary colours Art created by mixing two primary colours

Tertiary Colours Art created by mixing secondary colours

Colour Spectrum The distribution of colours produced when light is 

dispersed by a prism

Tints and Shades A tint is a mixture of colour with white, which reduces 

darkness, while a shade is a mixture with black, which 

increases darkness

Brush Strokes Is the mark made with a brush when applying paint. 

Colour Hue Refers to a dominant colour, e.g. a hue of purple or 

green, black and white are never refered to as hues

Key facts to remember: Fauvism and Andre Derain

Fauvism: a style of painting with vivid expressionistic 

and non-naturalistic use of colour that flourished in 

Paris from 1905 and, although short-lived, had an 

important influence on subsequent artists, especially 

the German expressionists. Matisse was regarded as 

the movement's leading figure.

Children  develop understanding of blending 

and mixing colours with use from the colour 

wheel. They develop their knowledge of 

pattern making. They start to understand 

how to produce designs which may be 

symmetrical and reflective. 

Artist: Andre Derain

PAINTING: Key Stage 2:

Colour 

theory



DRAWING



Skills end points:

Continuous provision - mark making, different media.

*Begin to use a variety of drawing tools 

*Use drawings to tell a story Investigate different lines 

*Explore different textures *Encourage accurate drawings 

of people

*Create simple representations of events, people and 

objects.

* use lines to enclose a space, and then begin to use 

these shapes to represent objects
Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

line Mark made by any tool

medium A medium refers to the materials that are used to create a 

work of art

shape shape is a flat, enclosed area of an artwork created through 

lines, textures, colours or an area enclosed by 

other shapes such as triangles, circles, and squares.

space Area around the marks made on the page

tools Object used to make marks on paper

Key facts to remember:

An artist is a person engaged in an activity related to 

creating art, practicing the arts, or demonstrating an art.

Poonac: creates art which embraces an ethos of 

acceptance and diversity.

Artist: Poonac

Children investigate mark making 

throughout the curriculum using a range of 

media and tools. They develop their 

understanding of line, shape and space and 

use this to create representations of 

objects, people and places. They work 

together to construct large scale images 

using Poonac as inspiration.

Drawing: EYFS: ME



Skills end points:

*Use a variety of tools, inc. pencils, rubbers, crayons, 

pastels, felt tips, charcoal, ballpoints, chalk and other dry 

media. 

*Begin to explore the use of line, shape, pattern and 

colour

*Layer different media, e.g. crayons, pastels, felt tips, 

charcoal and ballpoint. 

*Understand the basic use of a sketchbook and work out 

ideas for drawings. 

*Draw for a sustained period of time from the figure and 

real objects, including single and grouped objects.  

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

composition Organisation and positioning of the objects on the page.

highlights the lightest spot or area in a painting/drawing to show where 

the light is hitting an object

shade A darkened area in a painting

Sketch traditionally a rough drawing in which an artist notes down his 

early ideas for a work that will eventually have greater detail.

Still life A painting or drawing of inanimate objects often placed in an 

arrangement. Examples include flowers in a vase, fruit in a 

bowl, and bottles of wine.

Key facts to remember:

Paul Cezanne: (1839 -1906) was a French artist and Post-

Impressionist painter. Cézanne's work shows a mastery of design,

colour and composition. His brushstrokes are clearly seen as he

used planes of colour and small brushstrokes. His work shows

Cézanne's intense study of his subjects, as he observes every part in

great detail.

Artist: Paul Cezanne

Drawing: Key Stage 1: Children draw from still life- learning how 

to build depth and spatial awareness. They 

build up graphite sketches using colour to 

add shade and highlights. They discuss 

famous observational images and create 

their own using everyday objects. Look at 

and discuss composition and decide which 

composition is most effective.



Skills end points:

*Experiment with different grades of pencil and other implements. 

*Plan, refine and alter their drawings as necessary. 

*Use their sketchbook to collect and record visual information from 

different sources. 

*Draw for a sustained period of time at their own level. 

*Use different media to achieve variations in line, texture, tone, 

colour, shape and pattern and explore the relationships

* Make informed choices in drawing inc. paper and media. 

*Alter and refine drawings and describe changes using art 

vocabulary. 

*Collect images and information independently in a sketchbook. 

*Use research to inspire drawings from memory and imagination. 

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

Hatching Hatching is an artistic technique used to create tonal or 

shading effects by drawing (or painting or scribing) closely 

spaced parallel lines. ... 

Contour hatching Rather than simple parallel lines, contour hatching is 

when the lines follow the contours of the subject. 

This greatly enhances the sense of volume and three-

dimensionality.

Stippling Stippling is the creation of a pattern simulating varying 

degrees of solidity or shading by using small dots. Such a 

pattern may occur in nature

Cross-hatching When lines are placed at an angle to one another, it is 

called cross-hatching

portraiture A portrait is a painting, photograph, sculpture, in which the 

face and its expression is the focal point. The intent is to display 

the likeness, personality, and even the mood of the person.

Self-portrait A self-portrait is a representation of an artist that is drawn, 

painted, photographed, or sculpted by that artist

Key facts to remember:

Photorealism (1960’s-70’s): Photorealism is a genre of art that 

encompasses painting, drawing and other graphic media, in 

which an artist studies a photograph and then attempts to 

reproduce the image as realistically as possible in another 

medium.

Key Artists: Chuck Close,

Diego Fazio

Artist: Diego Fazio

Drawing: Lower Key 

Stage 2: Arts 

Amazing

Children develop their skills with drawing and 

investigate different techniques that can be achieved 

using a variety of grades of pencil. They are taught 

the proportions/positions of facial features and 

create life-like self portraits. They also research how 

other artists compose their own self-portraits and 

make links to their work.



Skills end points:

*Use a variety of source material for their work. (including social 

media, magazines etc)

*Work in a sustained and independent way from observation, 

experience and imagination. 

*Use a sketchbook to develop and build upon ideas. 

*Explore the potential properties of the visual elements and 

manipulate and explore line, tone, pattern, texture, colour and shape.

*Investigate a variety of ways ways to make different marks with dry 

and wet media. 

*Identify artists who have worked in a similar way to their own work. 

Key facts to remember:

'Pez' (Spanish for 'fish') (born 1976) is a Spanish graffiti artist. He 

started painting graffiti in 1999 in his hometown Barcelona. Pez 

created a range of creepy pencil drawings based on well known 

cartoon characters giveing them a new, terrifying, gritty and urban 

appearance.

Artist: PEZ Pierre-Yves Riveau

Drawing: Upper

Key Stage 2:

Children compile drawing skills developed 

over time to begin to draw from imagination. 

They focus on composition and positive/ 

negative space and experiment with size and 

position of key subjects. They add highlights 

and shadows to objects to create form and 

dimension to their work. The children create 

their own ‘creepy’ image based on a well 

known cartoon character. 

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

complementary Complementary colors are two colors that are on opposite 

sides of the color wheel. As an artist, knowing which colors are 

complementary to one another can help you make good color 

decisions. For instance, complementaries can make each other 

appear brighter, they can be mixed to create effective neutral 

hues, or they can be blended together for shadows.

contrasting A principle of art that refers to the arrangement of opposite 

elements (light vs. dark colors, rough vs. smooth textures, large 

vs. small shapes, etc.) in a piece it creates visual interest, 

excitement and drama.

Negative space negative space is the area around and between a subject.

observation Observational art is easily defined as drawing or painting from 

life. ... The image is not taken from either a photograph or 

the artist' imagination, but from real life observation.

Positive space Positive space refers to the main focus of a picture



PRINTING



Skills end points:

- Beginning to be interested in and describe 

the texture of things.

- Create a simple stamp and use this to

produce repeating patterns

- Experiment with consistency of paint and 

discuss the effects created

• Explores concept of negative / positive

• Explore pattern
Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

outline Set of lines showing the shape of an object

pattern A repeated decorative design

print transfer (a design or pattern) to a surface.

repeat Do something again and again

stamp Tool used to print a pattern/image onto paper/fabric

texture The feel and appearance of the surface of something

Key facts to remember:

Mix colours on the stamp to begin to develop blending.

Artist: Eric Carle

Printing: EYFS: Autumn Children create repeating patterns using 

leaf and potato prints. They base their ideas 

on popular children’s books and generate 

their own ‘Hungry Caterpillar’ by creating a 

printing tool. They experiment with effects 

the amount of paint has on the print and 

begin to make necessary changes for the 

best effect.



Skills end points:

*Use a variety of techniques, including carbon printing, relief, 

press and fabric printing and rubbings. 

*Design patterns of increasing complexity and repetition.  

*Print using a variety of materials, objects and techniques.

*Make marks in print with a variety of objects, including natural 

and made objects.

*Build a repeating pattern and recognise pattern in the 

environment

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

etch/ scratch Scratching into a material to create a pattern

fabric printing Printing onto a fabric: wooden blocks, stencils, engraved plates, 

rollers, or silkscreens can be used to place colours on 

the fabric.

press printing a machine for printing text or pictures from type or plates.

relief printing a process consisting of cutting or etching a printing surface in 

such a way that all that remains of the original surface is the 

design to be printed. 

repetition refers to one object or shape being repeated

rubbings A rubbing (frottage) is a reproduction of the texture of a surface 

created by placing a piece of paper or similar material over the 

subject and then rubbing the paper with something to deposit 

marks (charcoal or pencil, ink, chalk, wax)

Key facts to remember:

Bold pattern is a powerful and expressive 

component of African fabric design. 

Most patterns tend to be geometrical and 

symmetrical and often provide bright and 

contrasting colour choices.

Artist: Clare Burchell

Printing: Key Stage 1:

Amazing Africa

Children investigate patterns associated with 

traditional African dress- they create a range of 

stamps using different materials and use these to 

transfer repeated patterns onto fabric.

Printing workshop at the Shipley 

Art Gallery



Skills end points:
*Research, create and refine a print using a variety of 

techniques. 

*Select broadly the kinds of material to print with in order to get 

the effect they want 

*Resist printing including marbling, silkscreen and cold water 

paste.

*Print using a variety of materials, objects and techniques 

including layering. 

*Talk about the processes used to produce a simple print. 

*To explore pattern and shape, creating designs for printing.

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

design a plan or drawing produced to show the look and function or 

workings of an art work before it is made.

layering Working in layers is a system for creating artistic paintings that 

involve the use of more than one layer of paint.

marbling Marbling is the art of printing multi-colored swirled or stone-like 

patterns on paper or fabric. The patterns are formed by first 

floating the colors on the surface of a liquid, and then laying the 

paper or fabric onto the colors to absorb them

silkscreen a printmaking technique in which a mesh cloth is stretched over 

a heavy wooden frame and the design, painted on the screen 

by tusche or affixed by stencil, is printed by having a squeegee 

force color through the pores of the material in areas not 

blocked out by a glue sizing.

technique the manner and ability with which an artist, writer, dancer, 

athlete, or the like employs the technical skills of a 

particular art or field of endeavor.

Key facts to remember:

Draw the design on to the foil with a ball 

point pen. You need to press very firmly 

or the image won’t print.

It’s a good idea to check over the 

design to make sure you’ve pressed 

hard all over. Fine details will be difficult 

to print and anything that is too delicate 

will not come out well either.

Mix the colours in the print roller tray 

and load the ink roller. Mix colours

when printing, rather than printing 

straight from the tube. This makes for 

much more interesting prints and a 

higher quality outcome.

Press down firmly when printing the

image to ensure it works.

Printing: Lower Key

Stage 2:Roman Around

Printmaking using aluminium

foil and/or foam board-

children investigate patterns 

associated with Ancient 

Rome. They generate an 

image that can be combined 

to form an individual tile. This 

is used as a tool to 

investigate a range of colour

choices.



Skills end points:
* Describe varied techniques

*Be familiar with layering prints. 

* Be confident with printing on paper and fabric. 

*Explain a few techniques, including the use of poly-blocks, 

relief, mono and resist printing.  

*Choose the printing method appropriate to task. 

*Build up layers and colours/textures. 

* Organise work in terms of pattern, repetition, symmetry or 

random printing styles. 

*Choose inks and overlay colours.

*Alter and modify work. 

*Work relatively independently.
Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

matrix A matrix is an object upon which a design has been formed 

and which is then used to make an impression on a piece of 

paper, thus creating a print

overlay An artist overlays colours one on top of the other to achieve 

different effects

Printmaking Printmaking is an artistic process based on the principle of 

transferring images from a matrix onto another surface, most 

often paper or fabric

sylized Stylized art is a form that has moved away from natural forms 

and shapes. It takes natural forms and alters the color, shapes, 

lines, and features.

Key facts to remember:

Andy Warhol (August 6, 1928 – February 22, 1987) was an 

American artist who was a leading figure in the visual art movement 

known as pop art. His works explore the relationship between artistic 

expression, advertising and celebrity culture that flourished by the 

1960s, and span a variety of media, including painting, silkscreening, 

photography, film, and sculpture.

Artist: Andy Warhol

Printing: Upper Key Stage 

2: Lights, Camera, 

Action!

Artist: William Morris

Research key artist Andy Warhol and learn 

about techniques used to produce his prints. 

Children create their own matrix based on an 

iconic image/item from 20th century in a 

stylized form. They print onto a range of 

materials altering the colour and amount of 

paint and determine which prints are most 

successful.



3D FORM



Skills end points:
* Uses various construction materials.

* Realises that tools can be used for a purpose.

* Experiments to create different textures.   

* Manipulates materials to achieve a planned effect.

*Uses simple tools to effect changes to materials.

*Design and make 3D figurines using a range of materials that the 

children choose

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

3 dimensional 3-dimensional shapes are not flat. They take up space with how wide 

they are, how high or long they are, and how deep they are from front 

to back. A pencil, ice cube, and ball are all examples of 3-

dimensional shapes

Form A form is a shape in three dimensions, and, like shapes, can 

be geometric or organic

features Elements of human body that will be included in sculpture

Sculpture/statue The action or art of making statues by carving or chiseling (as 

in wood or stone), by modeling (as in clay), or by casting (as in 

melted metal)

Key facts to remember:

Giacometti was one of the most important sculptors of the 20th 

century. His work was particularly influenced by artistic styles such 

as Cubism and Surrealism.

Giacometti: Born: 10 October 1901, Borgonovo, Bregaglia, 

Switzerland Died: 11 January 1966

Artist: Alberto Giacometti

3D-Form/Sculpture: 

EYFS: Everyone
Children investigate 3D sculpture by visiting 

outdoor areas. They collect natural objects and 

combine these to form human like pieces. 

Children develop these creations by using tin foil 

to create simple structures of themselves in the 

style of Alberto Giacometti. They manipulate the 

materials to show human form using their hands 

and simple tools. They create a joint sculpture by 

displaying the artwork in a group.

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&bih=597&biw=1242&rlz=1C1CHBF_en-GBGB813GB813&hl=en-GB&q=alberto+giacometti+born&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE2LXz9U3qMpI0hLLTrbSL0jNL8hJBVJFxfl5Vkn5RXmLWMUTc5JSi0ryFdIzE5Pzc1NLSjIVQDIA0G2uSj0AAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwipiOOR57voAhXOTsAKHRv6CVEQ6BMoADAoegQIEBAC
https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&bih=597&biw=1242&rlz=1C1CHBF_en-GBGB813GB813&hl=en-GB&q=Borgonovo&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE2LXz9U3qMpIUuICMUwLLDPKKrTEspOt9AtS8wtyUoFUUXF-nlVSflHeIlZOp_yi9Py8_LL8HayMAMKjuDE-AAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwipiOOR57voAhXOTsAKHRv6CVEQmxMoATAoegQIEBAD
https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&bih=597&biw=1242&rlz=1C1CHBF_en-GBGB813GB813&hl=en-GB&q=alberto+giacometti+died&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE2LXz9U3qMpI0pLPTrbSL0jNL8hJ1U9JTU5NLE5NiS9ILSrOz7NKyUxNWcQqnpiTlFpUkq-QnpmYnJ-bWlKSqQCSAQA7yoagRgAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwipiOOR57voAhXOTsAKHRv6CVEQ6BMoADApegQIERAC


Skills end points:

*Manipulate clay in a variety of ways, e.g. rolling, kneading and 

shaping. 

*Manipulate clay for a variety of purposes, including thumb pots, 

simple coil pots and models. 

*Build a textured relief tile. 

*Understand the safety and basic care of materials and tools. 

*Experiment with, construct and join recycled, natural and man-made 

materials more confidently.

*Explore sculpture with a range of malleable media, especially clay. 

*Experiment with, construct and join recycled, natural and man-made 

materials. 

*Explore shape and form.

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

clay Clay is a naturally occurring sticky fine grained earth. It is 

essentially rock dust combined with water. It can be molded 

into different shapes. Clay is used to make bricks, potteries, 

and ceramics. It is also used to make sculptures and decorative 

patterns and designs.

contemporary Contemporary art is the art of today, produced in the second 

half of the 20th century or in the 21st century.

design an outline, sketch, or plan, as of the form and structure of a 

work of art

medium A medium refers to the materials that are used to create a work 

of art

sculpture Sculpture is a branch of the visual arts. It involves the creation 

of artistic objects in three dimensions—length, width, and 

height. The main feature of a sculpture's design is the way its 

forms extend through space

Key facts to remember:

Antony Gormely created The Angel of the North in 1998- and 

can be seen for miles around in Gateshead, North East 

England.

Artist: Antony Gormley

3D-Form/Sculpture: Key 

Stage 1: Megastructures

Children research some well known sculptures 

around the world with specific focus on local 

landmarks. Angel of the North is used as an 

inspiration for children’s own sculptures. They 

manipulate a range of media in various positions 

and  experiment with man-made and natural 

materials. They create their own sculptures to a 

brief.

Visit to local sculptures: Angel of the North/Seaham

Artist: Ray Lonsdale



Skills end points:

*Join clay adequately and work reasonably independently. 

*Construct a simple clay base for extending and modelling 

other shapes. 

*Make a simple papier mache object. 

*Plan, design and make models.

*Make informed choices about the 3D technique chosen. 

*Show an understanding of shape, space and form. 

*Talk about their work understanding that it has been sculpted, 

modelled or constructed. 

*Use a variety of materials and explore scale and context

*Develops clay sketching skills

*Explores lateral thinking
Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

relief a design or sculpture consisting of a raised surface on a flat 

background

imagination Your imagination is the ability that you have to form pictures or 

ideas in your mind of things that are new and exciting, or things 

that you have not experienced.

Papier-mache A material, made from paper pulp or shreds of paper mixed 

with resin, wallpaper paste, or flour and water (2:1 by volume), 

which can be molded or modeled into various shapes when wet 

and becomes hard and suitable for painting and varnishing 

when dry.

technique the manner and ability with which an artist employs the 

technical skills of their particular field (sculpture, painting, 

drawing) .

Key facts to remember:

Henry Spencer Moore was an English artist. He is best known for his 

semi-abstract monumental bronze sculptures which are located 

around the world as public works of art. Born: 30 July 

1898, Castleford Died: 31 August 1986

3D-Form/Sculpture: 

Lower Kay Stage 2: 

Jarrow Crusade

Artist: Henri Moore

Children to think about how we as humans 

might react to works of art, and how we can 

create quick clay sculptures which capture 

those reactions. Simple but effective and 

enjoyable project to encourage children to 

view familiar objects in a new light, and ask 

the question: "What is art?”. Use relief to 

build up images to 3D form.

Connects to museums and gallery 

visits

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&bih=597&biw=1242&rlz=1C1CHBF_en-GBGB813GB813&hl=en-GB&q=henry+moore+born&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3SCnMMk3TEstOttIvSM0vyEkFUkXF-XlWSflFeYtYBTJS84oqFXLz84tSFUBCAErDpp04AAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiXk6j_57voAhU5QEEAHXFJAykQ6BMoADAnegQIDxAC
https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&bih=597&biw=1242&rlz=1C1CHBF_en-GBGB813GB813&hl=en-GB&q=Castleford&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3SCnMMk1TAjMNjS2yzbTEspOt9AtS8wtyUoFUUXF-nlVSflHeIlYu58TikpzUtPyilB2sjAAUB7XFQAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiXk6j_57voAhU5QEEAHXFJAykQmxMoATAnegQIDxAD
https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&bih=597&biw=1242&rlz=1C1CHBF_en-GBGB813GB813&hl=en-GB&q=henry+moore+died&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3SCnMMk3Tks9OttIvSM0vyEnVT0lNTk0sTk2JL0gtKs7Ps0rJTE1ZxCqQkZpXVKmQm59flKoAEgIAxJ58lEEAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiXk6j_57voAhU5QEEAHXFJAykQ6BMoADAoegQIEBAC


Skills end points:

*Describe the different qualities involved in modelling, 

sculpture and construction. 

* Use recycled, natural and manmade materials to 

create sculpture. 

*Plan a sculpture through drawing and other 

preparatory work.

*Develop skills in using clay inc. slabs, coils, slips, 

etc. 

*Make a mould and use plaster safely.

*Create sculpture and constructions with increasing 

independence.

*Develops 3d making skills

*Develops dexterity skills

*Explores design

Wider 

Vocabulary 

Meaning 

contemporary Contemporary art is the art of today, produced in the second half of 

the 20th century or in the 21st century. Contemporary artists work in a 

globally influenced, culturally diverse, and technologically advancing 

world.

organic Organic sculptures: are shapes that are free-form, unpredictable and 

flowing in appearance. These shapes, as well as organic forms, 

visually suggest the natural world of animals, plants, sky, sea.

Preparatory 

work

The purpose of prep work is to show the visual journey from Day 1 to 

completion of the artwork. Includes the exploration and research of key 

thoughts and ideas. 

skills Artistic ability includes skills and talent to create fine works of art: 

painting, drawing, sculpting, musical composition, etc. 

Creativity ability is the skill and talent to use our imagination to create 

and solve.

Key facts to remember:

Juan Muñoz (17 June 1953 – 28 August 2001) was a Spanish 

sculptor, working primarily in paper maché, resin and bronze.

3D-Form/Sculpture: 

Upper Key Stage 2: Local 

Area

Children research and discuss sculptural 

pieces in the local environment and explain  

how they are symbolic of the local area. 

Children start by making sketches of key 

pieces and evolve their initial ideas into 

contemporary pieces to reflect current 

times. Pupils go on to develop exciting 

organic decorative structures and decide 

upon appropriate exhibition of them.

Key Artist: Juan Munoz

Visit to South Shields: ‘conversational piece’



TEXTILES AND

COLLAGE



Skills end points:
*Beginning to be interested in and describe the texture of things.

*Handling, manipulating and enjoying using materials and describing 

the sensory experience 

*Simple collages including simple weaving

*Experiments to create different textures.

* Uses simple tools and combines different media techniques 

competently and appropriately to create new effects.

*Selects tools and techniques needed to shape, assemble and join 

materials they are using.

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

collage Technique of creating a piece of work using different materials

line Marks made on a page

natural materials Materials found outside that were not created by mankind

texture How something feels when it is touched

Key facts to remember:

ANDY GOLDSWORTHY (born 26 July 1956) is a British sculptor who 

produces site-specific sculptures and land art situated in natural and 

urban settings. uses natural objects to create his Art (such as 

flowers, mud, ice, leaves, twigs, pebbles, boulders, snow, thorns, 

bark, grass and pine cones)

Textiles and Collage: 

EYFS: My Stories
Children use resources from the natural 

environment (forest school) to gather a range of 

interesting materials using texture and form as a 

focal point. They use the materials gathered to 

create collages of characters from well known 

story books. They develop their understanding of 

texture, line and colour. They begin to describe 

their likes and dislikes of pieces of work.

Artist: Axel SchefflerArtist: Andy Goldsworthy

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Site-specific_art
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_art


Skills end points:

*Use a variety of techniques, inc. weaving, French knitting, tiedyeing, 

fabric crayons and wax or oil resist, appliqué and embroidery, sewing 

and binca.  

How to thread a needle, cut, glue and trim material. 

*Create textured collages from a variety of media.

*Stitch, knot and use other manipulative skills

Use a wide variety of media, inc. photocopied material, fabric, plastic, 

tissue, magazines, crepe paper, etc.

*Create images from imagination, experience or observation 

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

applique pieces of fabric are sewn or stuck on to a larger piece to form a 

picture or pattern.

collage A collage is made from different materials, magazine articles 

and pictures. Collage is regarded as a work of 

visual arts made from a combination of different forms, thus 

creating a new whole.

Fabric A piece of material.

sewing is the craft of fastening or attaching objects using stitches made 

with a needle and thread.

Textile Art Is the process of creating something using different materials. 

Making textiles is an extremely old art form.

Key facts to remember:

Barbara Shaw: contemporary artist who hand stitches scraps of 

fabric in layers to produce textile collage pictures

Use of this technique made its dramatic

appearance among oil paintings in the

early 20th century as an art form of 

groundbreaking novelty.

Artist:

Textiles and Collage: Key 

Stage 1: Frozen Planet

Artist: Barbara Shaw

As part of the Frozen Planet topic; children make 

sketches and drawings of Arctic animals. They 

use these as a basis to start building up chosen 

images using a range of materials and skills. 

They develop their skills in sewing and applique 

as a method for attaching different materials onto 

their image. 



Skills end points:

Use a variety of techniques, inc. printing, dying, quilting, weaving, 

embroidery, paper and plastic trappings and appliqué. 

*Name the tools and materials they have used. 

*Develop skills in stitching, cutting and joining. 

*Experiment with a range of media e.g. overlapping, layering etc

*Match the tool to the material. 

*Combine skills more readily. 

* Choose collage or textiles as a means of extending work already 

achieved. 

* Refine and alter ideas and explain choices using an art vocabulary. 

*Collect visual information from a variety of sources, describing with 

vocabulary based on the visual and tactile elements. 

*Experiments with paste resist

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

embroidery Embroidery is the craft of decorating fabric or other materials 

using a needle to apply thread or yarn. Embroidery may also 

incorporate other materials such as pearls, beads, quills, and 

sequins.

layering Building up layers and textures by arranging fabrics on top of 

others.

Paste resist Paste resist painting or “Sudza Batik” as it is called in 

Zimbabwe, is simply a flour paste brushed or squeezed onto 

cotton cloth. Once the paste is dry it is hand-painted with 

special textile paints. The paint is cured (usually by heat-

setting) and then the dried flour paste is scraped off

Visual information Developing ideas from life and using these as a basis to 

develop ideas

Key facts to remember:

Paul Klee: (18 December 1879- 29 June 1940) His highly individual 

style was influenced by movements in art that included 

Expressionism, Cubism, and Surrealism.

Textiles and Collage: 
Lower Key Stage 2: Dungeons 

and Dragons 

Visit to a castle (Warkworth)- opportunity to take 

photographs/sketches of the landscape to use in 

work.

After experiencing the landscape around Warkworth

castle, the children make sketches and take 

photographs of the environment. They then simplify 

their sketches to create an appropriate composition 

on large A3 paper. They develop their skills of 

sewing and embroidery and then compile a variety of 

techniques to produce a completed piece of work.



Skills end points:

*Join fabrics in different ways, including stitching. 

*Use different grades and uses of threads and needles. 

*Extend their work within a specified technique. 

*Use a range of media to create collage. 

*Awareness of the potential of uses of material. 

*Use different techniques, colours and textures etc when designing 

and making pieces of work. 

*To be expressive and analytical to adapt, extend and justify their 

work.

Wider Vocabulary Meaning 

analytical using analysis or logical reasoning when evaluating a piece of 

work

expressive Expressive qualities refers to the feelings, moods, and ideas 

that are disseminated to the viewers by an artist through a work 

of art

observation Gathering, observing and recording textiles, surfaces, materials 

and their unique qualities

Polyester The material used to stuff cuddly toys so that they are more 

durable and huggable.

seam is the join where two or more layers of fabric, leather, or other 

materials are held together with stitches.

Key facts to remember:

Mayan Art is characterized by stone sculptures, architecture, 

ceramics, wood carving, and wall painting which are some of its most 

celebrated forms. Mayan artists were exceptionally skilled at stone 

sculpture and stonework. Many Mayan buildings feature stone 

carvings that were frequently based upon their religion.

Textiles and Collage: 

Upper Key Stage 2: 

Voodoo: Mayan 

Civilisation

After researching Mayan culture 

children focus on either Voodoo 

dolls or Mayan masks and use 

these as a stimulus to produce 

their own interpretations 

incorporating stitching, collage 

and textiles for effect. They 

become analytical and adapt 

their design to improve their 

work.



ART HISTORY







Skills end points:

*name some key artists

*recognise range of paintings

*explore colour and texture within art work

Artist: Wassily Kandinsky

Art History: 

EYFS: continuous 

provision

Key artists are introduced to the children as a way 

to develop their imagination, creativity and their 

ability to use media and materials. Theses are a 

selection of possible artists, however those studied 

are dependent on needs and interests of the 

children as part of the continuous provision.

Focus: geometric shapes

Artist: Piet Mondrian

Focus: primary colours Focus: still lifeFocus: portraiture

Artist: George Seurat

Artist: Vincent Van Gogh

Artist: Poonac

Artist: Alberto Giacometti

Focus: sculpture



Skills end points:

*Explore the differences and similarities within the work of 

artists, craftspeople and designers in different times and 

cultures.

*Research relevant artists and pace them in time period

*Know facts about chosen artist and paintings

Art History: KEY STAGE 

1:

Artist: Paul Cezanne

Focus: Still Life

Artist: Antony Gormley

Focus: Colour: expression

Artist: Pablo Picasso

Artist: Ray Lonsdale

Focus: Sculpture Focus: Portraiture

Artist: Jackson Pollock

Artist: Barbara Shaw

Focus: collageArtist: Aelita Andre 

Key artists are introduced to the children as a way to 

develop their imagination, creativity and their ability to 

use media and materials. Theses are a selection of 

possible artists, however those studied are dependent on 

needs and interests of the children and how the artists 

relate to the topics



Skills end points:

Explore the roles and purposes of artists, 

craftspeople and designers working in different 

times and cultures.

*Know details of artist and relevance to time 

period

*Research/discuss range of artists from given 

artistic era

*Discuss current influences on today

Art History: Lower Key 

Stage 2:

Artist: Paul Cezanne

Focus Landscape/collage

Don McLean: Vincent song

Artist: Henry Moore

Focus: Sculpture

Artist: Henri Rousseau

Focus: painting: colour

Artist: Diego Fazio

Focus: Drawing

Focus: Collage

Artist: Paul Klee

Key artists are introduced to the children as a way to 

develop their imagination, creativity and their ability to 

use media and materials. Theses are a selection of 

possible artists, however those studied are dependent on 

needs and interests of the children and how the artists 

relate to the topics



Skills end points:

*Explore the roles and purposes of artists, craftspeople and 

designers working in different times and cultures.

*Compare/contrast artwork from different artists and understand their 

influence on society 

*Relate artists to periods of time studied in history

*Recognise and name key pieces of art and place on a timeline

*Ask and answer questions based on relevant artists

*Develop art appreciation

Artist: Roy Litchenstein

Drawing: Upper Key 

Stage 2: Art History: 

Key Artist: Juan Munoz

Artist: Andy Warhol

Artist: PEZ Pierre-Yves Riveau
Artist: Andre Derain

Artist: Van Gogh

Focus: landscape

Artist: Marcel Duchamp

Focus: Printing

Key artists are introduced to the children as a way to develop their 

imagination, creativity and their ability to use media and 

materials. Theses are a selection of possible artists, however those 

studied are dependent on needs and interests of the children and 

how the artists relate to the topics

Focus: Drawing Focus: Sculpture


